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WELCOME TO  
THE 

STARMAIDEN
CREATION 
GODDESS

CIRCLE
MODULE 5

MODULE 5

MAGICALLY ALIGNING WITH MASTERY 

SKILLS AS A TRUE ALCHEMIST.

 ALIGN, ACTIVATE, EMBODY, AND TRANSMIT 

THE GODDESS STARGATE PATTERN. 

CALL IN SACRED SPACE 

Open to 
Receive

16th Gene Key

Miracle Siddhis: Mastery

Gift: Versatility

Shadow: Indifference

Shadow: Indifference

At the shadow frequency one of the
most powerful and pervasive forces

that keeps you from perceiving a
higher reality is indifference. 

As long as you are indifferent, you 
can never be different. 

This is the key to the 16th Shadow, 
which concerns the very human fear

of leaving your comfort zone and 
fully embracing change in your life. 
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Shadow: Indifference

One of the primary excuses human 
beings use for not doing what they
truly want in life is the excuse that

they don’t have enough time. 

Time itself is as fluid as water, and can 
be bent, shortened, twisted, lengthened, 
and even stopped. The moment you take
a stand and begin to follow your dreams,

time becomes your ally rather than
your enemy, automatically adapting

itself to fit your needs. 

p112

Shadow: Indifference

The other major excuse of those
under the spell of this Shadow is

“I’m not ready yet?

Again, this excuse is based on a 
false notion of time. The truth is

you are always ready. You are ready 
right now. If you keep postponing

your dreams, they will always remain
dreams. If you actually have the
courage to begin them, you will 

learn as you go along. 

p112

Shadow: Indifference

The 16th Shadow puts all its emphasis
on skills, techniques and systems rather
than on the human spirit that enlivens 

them.

These people can become addicted to 
information and techniques. 

p113

Shadow: Indifference

Your enthusiasm has the power to
overcome the mass propaganda telling
you that your dreams are impossible,

and your courage is the sword 
protecting you from individual pressure

that threatens to choke you. 

With this new found courage you can 
finally stand as a fully embodied 

human presence. 

There is a deep entrepreneurial 
spirit here in this genetic codon.

p113

Gift: Versatility 

The Gift level of frequency is an energy
field that you enter into, rather than being

defined by a particular set of skills.

In the original Chinese I Ching, this 16th 
hexagram was related to the arts–to

music, art, and dance. 

p115

Gift: Versatility 

The Gift level is the level that we refer
to as genius and the nature of genius
is versatility. One has the ability to 
understand an energy signature

that pervades all creation. 

p115
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Gift: Versatility 

The 16th Gene Key forms part of the
Ring of Prosperity, and along with the 
45th Gene Key – which is about group 
synergy– this chemical combination is 
the master-program in your body for

activating true prosperity. 

True prosperity is brought about by 
people following their genius whilst

working together collectively. 

p116

16th Gene Key
Miracle Siddhis: Mastery

Just as the DNA in every cell of 
your 

body contains the blueprints for all
life, so the 16th Siddhi activates the
blueprints of mastery of all human

fields of endeavor. 

16th Gene Key
Miracle Siddhis: Mastery

The word enthusiasm derives from the 
Latin and Greek meaning to be posed 

by the breath of God/dess. As the 
Divine currents flood human beings, 

shattering their identification with the 
world of form, 

so God/dess has her play through us 
and one of the forms of play is to 

display mastery over creation. 

Magically aligning 
with mastery skills 
as a true alchemist.

What is mastery? 
Mastery is the ability to blend skills and knowledge in a 
specific area of practice – a profession, trade, athletics, 
science or the arts. Mastery is practice not knowledge alone. 
Mastery of any field takes instruction, practice, stamina, 
setbacks, and intentionality. After years of practice, one 
knows exactly when and how to swing a bat to get a 
homerun; read a P&L to get at the subtleties of an 
organization; recognize students’ needs and instantly 
redesign a presentation; or hear a certain sound and know a 
machine is about to malfunction. (Mastery Works)

Create in a rhythmic dance alignment with the 
elemental forces. 

“Almost without exception, those we know as 
masters are dedicated to the fundamentals of 
their calling. They are zealots of practice, 
connoisseurs of the small, incremental step. At 
the same time – and here’s the paradox – these 
people are precisely the ones who are likely to 
challenge previous limits, to take risks for the 
sake of higher performance, and seen to become 
obsessive at times in that pursuit. Clearly, for 
them the key is not either/or, it’s both/and.” 
….George Leonard  (Mastery Works)
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Clarity…

In order to be a Master, you must be crystal 
clear on your mission and vision…
You must know what your StarMaiden Task is.
This may not be a profession or business.
It could be love, or healing, or bringing wisdom.

All of you are Masters or you would not be in 
this class.

MASTERY

SKILL

ENERGETIC FREQUENCY

IMAGINATION

RHYTHMIC PRACTICE

INNER SUPPORT TEAM

INNER ALIGNMENT WITH 

GRACE, MASTERY, SUCCESS

Creation Dance Alignment with the Music of the Spheres

Moving Every Realm 

TRUE ALCHEMIST

TRUE: REAL OR GENUINE

ALCHEMY: A POWER OR PROCESS THAT 

CHANGES OR TRANSFORMS SOMETHING IN A 

MYSTERIOUS OR IMPRESSIVE WAY.

ONE DEVOTED TO THE INNER 

TRANSFORMATION REQUIRED TO 

OBTAINING GOLDEN MASTERY. 

REFINING YOUR CHARACTER. 

STAGES OF ALCHEMY.

SPIRITUAL/CREATIVE/FINANCIAL FLOW

Develop Alchemical Mastery
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Align Your Inner Creation Team with the 
Energetic Frequency of Mastery

Imagine Your Experience

Infuse with Grace, Ease, and Success

Feminine 
Stargate
Pattern

Creation Goddess Contains both 
Feminine and Masculine Stargate Patterns

Thoughts
Feelings &

Actions
Are the Key

Beauty
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Beauty

Harmony

Beauty

Harmony

Truth

Beauty

Harmony

Truth

Peace

Beauty

Harmony

Truth

Peace

Love

Beauty

Harmony

Truth

Peace

Love

Trust

Feminine
Stargate
Pattern

The Ancient Secret of the
Flower of Life Volume 2
Drunvalo Melchizedek

Beauty

Harmony

Truth

Peace

Love

Trust

Align, Activate, 
Embody, & Transmit
the Feminine Stargate

Pattern
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GRATITUDE
GROUND 
& CLOSE


